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INTRODUCTION '

In-cervice education is an important process in the continuing

search for better education for students. If we require new skills, new

approaches, and riew outlooks from teachers,'we must provide effective

opportunities for them to acquire these new tools. The mainstreaming

or integration of special education students in the general educatton

pro:ram calls for different skills for both the special education and

tho general. education classroom teacher. To enhance the success of a

mainstream .ng program then, a well-planned, well-executed in-serviceti

c:.:ucationprognam is of vital importance.

The Team Learning Center, a Title VI-43 Project in Castro Valley,

California has developed an in-service process (over three years) that .

hasjbeen successful in the integration of EH and EMR students into the

educational mainstream. This paper sumMarizes some of the main points

of the in- service, suggests some resources that may be used, and offers

some suggested guidelines for planning in- service education.

14
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Chapter 1

THE TEAM LEARNING CENTER IN-SERVIOPROGRAM

0

Thete were two distinct stages of in-service experiences

offered by the Team Learning Center (TLC). The first was TLC staff

in-service. The second was in-service designed for general and special

education personnel. P

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

During planning in-service education for both stages, we

ved at the following goals and objectives.

Our goals for in-service were:

1. To provide a training for teachers that would

allow them to be more successful in working

with students with learning handicaps.
.

2. To build q better working relationship between

regular teachers and special education teachers

and other suppolliftef.

Our objectives were:

1. Participanta would gain new skills in classroom

management that would benefit the entire class

and would make it easier to integrate students

that are reluctant learners.

2. Regular and special education teachers and,

support personnel would have a fuller awareness

of each other's roles and would be able to work

more effectively as a team in implementing

plans for students.

Part4cirants would crmmuni^ate more effectively

aLd F positive manner about hindicaps.,

Specia, would see Vie f?,a-

- sibility of the Insourcu' .771'elt and

the po,7:Atilr'5, .~2;:s%rlIc

I.

Our ten nte77E....s hact o: 1{no%le2ge and

'skill:, in assessing learninc :41,,-; Ind ,n'ttini, edunrional plans.

We defined what we wa,:ted to ie-ar al-1;1 h. ed consultants to assist us

in achieving our gals. rany of the meetin& witdconsultants were

I
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open to all special education teachers. Whenever possible we net away

from the office in comfortable, non-threatening settings such as some-

one's family room. A change,of location can cut down odinterruptions;

the distraction of other work tasks is eliminated; and group learning

can be increased by the change of petting. A powerfUl motivation' to

our learning was our awareness that we needed to prepare ourselves for

teaching others. We realized that people learn setter when they must

teach others. We applied this principle during the in-service by

involving participants as presenters.

3

IN-SERVICE EDUCATION FUR DISTRICT STAFF

The discussion which follows gives a brief description of in-

service programs given by the Team Learning Center. Programs were given

4 at Redwood Elementary School and VannoyiElementary In 1971, at Parsons

Elementary in 1972, and at Proctor _Elementary School in 1973.

Time Line for Two and 'One-Half Years

We worked with, the faculty of one elementary school for a ttree-

month period in the spring of 1971, offering a three unit college course".'

and setting up a program of assessment and conferencing: The next fall

we moved to another elementary school and again set up a model program .

of assessment and echIcational planning for referred students. We con-

ducted the'in-service for the entire faculty and support people, suchN

as psychologists, speech therapists, and reading teachers." We involved

the Special education teachers in the building as team members by

asking them to make* presentations and to assist regular teachers with

Projects.
. .

In January of 1971, we did an in-service with the faculties from

three selected elementary schools, The schbols were selected by meeting

with the six principals who requested service and then selecting the

three who had school environments we judged to be mostconducive to

success. One of our criteria was that the principal mustake the

course and assistla teacher in classroom project or do a behavioral

project of his own. We also asked principals to make class attendance

easier for their teachers by cutting back on committee meetings and/or

canceling faculty meetings. Any support staff ih the district who had

not been in the in-service were expressly invited. The special education

teachers who had taken tie' course previously could take the course a7ain

for credit but they were expected to do more sophisticated projects

and to serve as consultants to ;heir faculties by sharing diagnostic

materials and curriculum and classroom management ideas. The in-

service at Proctor was open to,teachers from all schools in the district.

The criteria for participation were the involvement of the principal

and attendance by two or three teachers from each school so they could

assist each other in projects.

Location and Length of Time

Each of the in-service education programs was presented for a

period of thirty hours. This span of time was necessary because of the

8
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nature of the content and the fact that college credit of three units

was granted through the Extension Office of the California State

University, Hayward. We knew college units were reinforcing for our

participants, and we liked the status factor of haVing the in-service

be accepted as a graduate course Thq cost.of the coure enrollment

was minimal because the Title VI project assumed the salaries of the

instructors. The meetings were given One afternoon a week, from 3:30

to 5:30. The specific day of the week was decided by the participants.

During the 1973,program, one all-day session was used to limit the

course to Janmaiiy through April. The participants were. also released

from their classrooms for five half-days to allow them to.work at the

project's diagnostic clinic. The project provided subtiltute teachers

for this time.

We tried different times of the year and different hours of the

day. Secause participants were getting threeunits of college credit,

we needed 30 hours of instruction time in addition to the homework

being done in the classrooms. Meeting one afternoon a week for 1-1/2

to 2 hours and possibly one Saturday all:-day session worked best.

Teachers need at least aten-week period to implement the course

content as outlined.

We found January a better time to burin a course than in the

fall. Teachers know their students, have a better idea of their needs,

and are ready f6r some fresh ideas. This is also a block of ten weeks''

time without the interruption of holidays. Ideally, teachers should be

released from the classroom for in--service so they are learning at

optimum hours instead of after school.

When planning the course, we conferred with local college

people. They were willing to work with us in arranging'college credit

for an extension course. Guest speakers were invited to present

specific topics. We selected these people on the basis of recommenda-

tions from staff members, personal knowledge of,apeaker's capabilities,

and our need for information in designated areas.

Content Areas

The three areas that We felt were important to cover were:

1. Academic management

2. Behavior management

3. Communication

Academic management. We described various ways to assess learning

disabilities and to determine, the student's skill level. We also

demonstrated how to choose appropriate cutriculum and how to slice

the curriculum when needed. Participants made games for teaching

that were.highly motivating and involved visual, auditory and

kinesthetic modalities for learning. Consultants brohight creative

curriculum ideas to themeetirs. to share with participants and to

spark new ideas.
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Precision Teaching methods were introduced and practiced as a

way to determine skill levels and as a means of evaluating the effectIve-

neas of interventions, such as change of teaching method, change of

curriculum or use of relnforcers. Precision Teaching is a system of

doing dail; timings in specific skill areas untillthe student reaches a

mastery rate, or in other words, is able to do 4, skill required at a

comfortable; almost automatic, level. The titnefrts are that the student

is able to chart and see his own acceleration rate in learning; he knolls

What mastery means and when he is ready to go on to the next level.

Several students can be participating in the same minute timing, but

each one will be working on the skill level that is appropriate for him.

It is,not a teaching p edUre in itself, but a meeim of evaluating the

iteffediveness of the ruction that is being done. Teachers have also

found the chats an exi11*t reporting tool for parents.

We have taken the work
/
of Cgden,Lindsley, Harold Kunzelman,

Ted Alper, and others and have developed a method of teaching charting

and classroom management to help both teachers and students. For more

information on Precision Teaching, see the Bibliography.

2
IBetnammainint. Alternate ways to motivate students were discussed

during the in-service program. The use of contingencies, such as

activity centers or reinforcement menus, and counting specific behaviors

for planning intervention strategies to alter a specific undesirable

behavior were some of the assigned approaches.

i I

Contingency Management is a system Of consistently tying a

pleasurable event to the completion of a leis rewarding, but necessary,

task. -A teacher might say, "After you f

go to the art center."' This sounds very s

unless considerable, consistent planning
must be an appropriate one so that it can be c leted. The pleasurable

event must truly be a pleasurable one for the k vidual student. The

teacher would want to make same class agreements after discussion with

the students about the kinds of reinforcing activities available. The

teacher will also want'to work out some system of signals or expecta-

tions so that the student knows when he can shift from the difficult

task to a reinforcement without the teacher having to say something.

The philosophy of Contingency Management is generally well accepted.

The doing of it requires planning, consistency, and ingenuity, and is

rewarding. 0

Tasks were assigned that required student involvement in class-

room planning. For example, students were taught to chart their

performance in academic and social areas. Keeping a record helped

develop selfzEWareness and encouraged students to take responsibility

for their learning.

Communication. Interpersonal: To enable school staff to work with each

other, with students, and with parents mare effectively and to,be more

competent in the consultant role in the school, affective skills were

taught through the use of role-playing, non - verbal communication, Self -

Enhancement in Education (S.E.E.) and Values Clarification.

h your math paper, you can
le, but will tour ineffective

done. The assigned task
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Instructional Approaches

Approach. A "task/activity" approach was used in all meetings. This
method involved interspersing ta4ks that required quiet or concentrated
attention with activities that alaowed movement or experiencing some
techniques.

Large group. TLC members were responsible for sane of the large group
presentations After planning the course content and tne sequence, we
asked staff to make presentations in areas of their special
interest. We also scheduled guest speakers from our local college and
from other school districts and projects. Some of the best large group
presentations come from theoltraduates" of the course. A panel of
creative participants from previous in-services are inspiring as.they
demonstrate their adaptations of the course.components.

Small group. The staff were also leaders in the small group meetings.
We kept the small group size to about -fight members. This provided a

more individualized learning program f r the cipants because they
could expect help from other group embers and t e leader on problems
the4rwere having implementing the course content This was an excellent

time'for the group lead to demonstrate cation techniques.

The approach implies th an atmosphere of openness and trust has
developed within the small group and toward the group leader. Some

group leaders and their groups will came closer to this ideal than
others. Group leaders are both born and made. The TLC staff assisted
each other in building their group leadership skills by having regular
meetings of their own between in-service meetings to share how things
were going and to plan both process and content for their small group.
Again, we are in the openness and trust cycle because the degree of
success in these meetings also depends upon being comfortable enough
with each other to share problems and to be open IN) suggestions.

Use of experiential situation. He know that students learn better ehen
they are totally involved d.n their learning activity using eyes, ears,

and muscles, to develop scmething they value. In-service with adults

follows the same principles. It is amusing that we often overlook this
by trying to get our message across with lectures and then excuse our-
selves by saying, "there wasn't time to do a related activity" and/or
"they can lbarn it with a lecture; after all they are-adults!"

The small group session included' both feedback time and a work
session that. gave the participants time to do an activity related to the

large group presentation. For example, if we had been presenting
Precision Teaching in the large group, then the small group activity
could include: experiencing doing a timing or ivo, charting some

typical data, and planning a classroom charting project. This provided
experience during the meetings which was one use of experience. The

other uses of experience were:

1. Required classroom application of new skills.

2. Opportunity to work with us in the Learnincr Center by
choosing a student to assess and bringing him to the
Center.

a'



The Required Classroom Application of New Skills

The course content was chosen to have direct, almost immediate,

classroom application, but with the potential of increasing degrees of

sophistication. For example, in Contingency Management the teacher

might do just one task-activity'oycle as a beginning. Later, the

teacher might plan activity centers or hold a class meeting to plan a

contingency menu. Later still, the teacher may set up more activity

cotters and move to a oamplete classroom management systera: Some

degree of implementation was required for each of the course-eontent

areas. The participants shared the results of their implementation ih

the small group sessions. They might also present their results in the

/arge group if they felp that successful and.we could talk them into

doing it. We think the Pe is a relationship between presenting and

continuing to use a skill. During the sMal group session4Ithe group

leeder encouraged the Sharing of good ideas and made certain that the

sharer gets proper credit. (See Appendix A, treasure chest sheet, that

was shared inthe small group and then distributed to the large group.)

Evaluation
9

Evaluation of the in- service education program was .done in

several ways. Feedback sessions were an integral part bf the small

group meetings each week. Participants.were also encouraged to critique

each session. This information was usefut in planning subsequent

experiences., Examinations were also given, although.no grades were

issued based on the results. The examinations were used to measure

factual knowledge and to indicate if any needs were not being met.

Participants were apked to evaluate the total in-service education

program at the end of the course. This final evaluation was used in

planning flow -up assistance to the in-service participants. (gee

Appendix D. and.E.)

1L



Chapter 2

TIME LINE

There are specific, easily identified stages necessary in

planning a successful in-service. The time line of stages begins with

a needs assessment. This chapter describes the_time line used in

the TLG in-service:

ONE YEAR TO THREE MONTHS BEFORE: NEEDS Ass Esaiur

Before the first Title VI in-service was given, TIC staff had

conducted three workshops on the subjects of Contingency Management and

Precision Teaching. Feedback sheets, collected during and at the end

of the workshops, were usedto evaluate participant response to both
the content and the process used in the workshops. Evaluation was a

continual, on-going process.

In addition to the input they were receiving, workshop

participants were asked to identify the other kinds of information they

felt they needed. The majority of the requests were far:

1. Information about learning disabilities

2. More classroom management ideas

3. Demonstrations of new curriculum or new teaching methods.

These requests were,honored when we were choosing topics and speakers

for the ten week course. THE FEEDBACK SHEETS FIRING AND THE EVALUATION

SHEETS AT THE END OF each in- service were used to plan the subsequent
in-services and in this way we continually restructured the course in

accord with the suggestions of the previous participants.

The time that the needs assessment is done is flexible. It

could be done a year before the program or as close as three months

before the beginning of the in-sprvite. The method of doing a needs

assessment depends upon the nature of your situation.

THE MONTHS BEFORE

It is important to allow enough lead time to do several,tasks

at least three months before the,in-service is scheduled to start.

Arranging for Credit

If district in-service credit or college credit is going to be

one of the contingencies for taang the course, then it will take

three months to contact the appropriate people and make the needed

arrangements.

13
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Contact Potential Speakers and Arrange Tentative Dates

We invited spealiftethat we knew would be appropriate. We chose

speakers that someone on the team had worked with and would vouch far
the speaker's integrity, clarity, and ability to move the audience both
emotionally-and behaviorally. We also needed specific knowledge of the
speaker's planned input so that we could plan tasks for the small group
meetings that would reinforce ortmake use of the input. Guest speakers

appreciate this approach. We had speakers who asked to return because
they knew the learning situation would be set up for them and specific
results would come of their presentation.

Small Grow Leaders

Choose leaders fOr small groups and be certain they have agreed
.tar put in the time reqUired. This time includes attending all of the

4
in-service meetings plus the planning sessions' before and probably a
debriefing meeting after the in-service to share the evaluation of what
took place, both in the large group and in the small group. Small

group lead;rs must also have set aside time during the in- service. to go
out to the participant's'classroom to do same observing and to give

sane sort. In a later evaluation of our ip-service programs, the
cipants rated this on- the -spot help as one of the most valuable\

parts of the experience.

Planning Evaluation

This planning needs to be done while still considering the

alternatives for course content. If the planned content does not allow
Observable, ratable behavior change for the participants, thWthis is
the time to rethink the course content. Evaluation should include

continuous feedback, both written and verbal, during the course. In

addition to this, there should'be observable results such as charts
kept, activity centers set up, classroom management systems in
operation, curriculum developed, consultation and teacher conference

processes demonstrated, etc.

Involve Building Principals

It is important to talk to school principals about their level
of interest in the proposed in- service. We wanted to be certain that

the principal followed good group process in approaching his staff
such as asking them if they wanted to be involved 'instead of telling
them and owning his responsibility for his interest and willineness to

support the ineservice. For example, several principals cancelled

faculty meetings while the in- service was going on so that teachers

would have more tlme for their implementation. The principals were
expected to take an active part in the course; i.e., do a project
either in changing behavior on the playground or lunchroom or team with
a teacher to do a project in her classroom.
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Choose Motivating Learning Environment

Consider possible meeting places and make sure xel have the
space reserved if that is necessary. We thought it was irOortant to
meet in the schools where the teachers were goting to Implement the
in-service. During oilein7service we had `fie group meetings in a
doUble classroom and uses ,neighboring classroom for small group meetings.
For another in-service we met in a learning center that hid surrounding

classrooms. The appropriateness, comfort and convenience of the meeting'
place is a way of showing care for the participants and their learning
experience.

'IVO MONTHS BERM

The staff presenting the in-service should meet with faculties
and explain the in-service and answer questions. Make certain ,that the

expectations are clear and that the goals and objectives for the course
are understood. Be certain that the participants know what' heir
couretrmnt is and what the reinforcement will be. For example,. see

Appendix B.

ONE MONTH BEFORE

Send out registration information with a section to be mailed

back. Give the small group leaders a copy of the proposed schedule of
in,-service meeting times and ask them to save time the day, before the

meetings for a last-minUte-take-care-of-details meeting. If possible,

we had the speaker for the next day attend this meeting. This kind

of short-range planning, in addition to the long-range planning,
builds in the flexibility needed to keep the course input fresh.

GROUND Z.EHO

First In-Service Meeting

Model the g-...ound rules of Contingency Management by startsng

the meeting on tide, having - copies of the agenda for everyone so
participants know what the afternoon's tasli; are, and then quitting.

when the tasks are finished. Adults work better when the assigned

tasks are clear and they can earn the fnee time of going home early
when the job is done.

Have the schedule of meetings and topics ready to hand cut

the first day. We accomplished our 30 hours. of class reetieg time by
holding two hour sessions from 3:30 to 5:30 after school. Ohe group

agreed to an .all -day Saturday workshop; This was a good way to get

six hours of class time in and lessen the nureer of after school
meetings. We hope that In-service will get the kind of importance that
it deserves and that better times of day for teacher learning can be

arranged.

41
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Chapter 3

A TYPICAL reElING'S AGENDA

One of the important ideas to remeMber in planning in-service is

to maintain an atmosphere which is comfoy ..le for the participants. A

prepared agenda for each meeting that sr: starting time, estimated

time for discussion of each topic, and e eg time is a help in planning

for both in-service leaders and participants. Structuring the meetings

along this consistent pattern will allow people time to spend learning

a new skill rather than trying to determine what may happen next during

the meeting.

Printed agendas should carry as much information as possible.

Discussion questions, major topics, the goals for the day's meeting,

assigned readings and activities are possible items for inclusion on an

agenda. (See Appendix C for sample agenda.)

The agenda format found successful during the Castro Valley

The date of the meeting icated so that people could, if necessary,
in. service programs listtOrdbeginning and ending time of each section.

refer back to meetings in seauence. The starting point for the meetiams

was in the small discussion groups, ercouraging people to arrive on time"

Several techniquesydere used in these. groups to elicit evaluation of

previous programs and`indications of particlpents achievement or progress

with some of the assigT nts. If assignments were due, they were usually

turned in during the fl t thirty minutes in the small group.

The next half hour hour was usually devoted to large group

activities, Speakers, presentations, and active participation were

usually offered during this time. If a speaker Nas presenting a topic

that called for a great deal of quiet, &assive learning, a break was

engineered to allow physical movement. The use of the break would be an

outgrowth of the speaker's presentation. For example, a speaker talking

about Precision Management and math timings would naturally call for

the audience being timed on a math task. This participation brought

the audience into the learning situation, offering an onnortunity for

learner interaction. Other large group activities called for moving

from presented information into the experiencing of tnat informatior.

During rivich of the affective or classroom climate work, people were

given chances to experience the child's role in values clarification

games, role-playing, or other feelings-oriented situations.

The last half hour of the !meting was usually spent back In the

small discussion groups. By keeping the membership of these groups

stable, an honest sharing slowly developed, encouraging neople to ask,/

questions andto express their reactions and needs. The large group

presentation was discussed and evaluated. The possible impact of be

presentation on the classroom was explored.
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a large nutberof people. Usually, the small numbers allowed a clearer

answer to concerns. By meeting in small groups at'the end, a natural

tontingency was introduced. Uhen a group had finished its business,

members could leave. The total participants did not have to wait

"'for one or two to finish a task. The small group also offered a chance

for closure on sane items. For example, a discussion could be going

On. with four members of the group while others were finishing a multi-

level gameboard. In this way, everyone could deal with their needs or

concerns.

)c)



Chapter 4

SUGGESTED GUIDELINES

In- service education required careful planning to increase the

chances of success and lasting effectiveness. There are certain guide-

lines that can be followed to plan for in-service activities. It helps to

consider these guidelines graphically.

Begin End
In-Service In- Service

Problem Identification Goals Objectives ' Activities - Implement

Resources '

Group Process

-Evaluation

IDENTIFYING THE?PROBLEM

An effective in- service education program must deal with those

problems that.are of significance to the participants in their work. To

achieve this vital starting point of having a tonic of common concern,
the planners of in-service must seek the involvement of the participants

in identifying the problem.,, Participants should have the opportunity to

voice their frustrations, to state the issues they need to deal with.

The involvement of the, participants in problem identification is

important because the participant who is actively involved in the

decision of the topic will also .likely become involved in the seek:mg of

solutions to the problem.

are:

Some suggested ways to involve people in defining the problem

requesting assistance from teacher organizations

---conducting a problem census

--personal interviews with teachers

--needs assessment survey

While involving participants, the planner of in-service needs

to remember that initially participantS may externalize the problem.

They may focus on the students, the school or district, or other

teachers rather than on themselves. It is important to accept this
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situation, but to continue, working for, personal awareness and acceptance

of competence. As the focus shifts from external to intgrnal needs,

the content of the in-service must also shift. It is the person who leads

the in-service who must maintain the process to allow honesty about

problems and to help individuslA identify the problems that are

significant to them.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES OF IN-SERVICE EDUCATION

Once a problem area.has bAen-identified by the participants. and

the planners of an in- service, program, the desired outcomes should be

,expressed in terms of goals. The defined needs give rise totthe goals.

The goals that are set should be realistic in terms of resources

required and of the specific' needs of the participants.` The determina-

tion of attainable and relevant goals becomes a process with those

involved comparing available resources and desirdd outcomes in order to

match the two and provide an in-service education program. .

After the goals of an in-service experience have been agreed

upon, then more specific objectives are necessary to indicate the.

activities that can produce the desired outcomes. The objectives should

be expressed in terms of observable and measurable behaviors that

participants will achieve as a result of taking the in-service. The

final objectives should be the result of discussion among all involved

based on the needs 'expressed. It is important to involve the partic-

ipants in the decisions on objectives for people will work hard'r to

reach goals they have set for themselves.

The objectives that are to be accomplished in a particular in-

service education program serve three major purposes. Clearly stated

Objectives can communicate the specific purposes'of the program to

participants, consultants, board members, and community people. The

Objectives can also suggest appropriate activities that should be

pursued Io accomplish the objectives and goals of the program.

Rinally;' the objectives guide the evaluation of the program.

ACTIVITIES FOR IN-SERVICE EDUCATION

The activities that are instituted'for part of an in-service

education program are probably the most visible aspect of the program's

design. It is for this reason that an in-service program often is seen

as just the activities, ignoring the other aspects ;,of a well-planned

experience. Since the activities of in-service are so crucial, they

demand serious and thoughtful consideration before they are agreed upon

and instituted.

Involving the participants in examining the 'choice of activities

suggested by the objectives will be of benefit in two ways. First,

the individual participant is probably aware of his learning style and

of what will enable him to learn hew skills more effectively. There-

fore,tbe participants hopefully can indicate what activities would be

appropriate for him. Second, the awareness of the connection between
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objectives anLactivities can cause greater satisfaction with the

completion of activities. The participant is aware of why he is engaged

in an activity, where it is leading, and what progress may be occurring.

The organization and design of the irr*rvice program should offer

activities that allowtheparticipant a choice. The-activities should be

multi-level, that is, outwardly similar activities, that allow persons. with

different abilities to achieve appropriate and real learning outcomes

without separating them film the group. It should be remembered that

adults are the students to6and that, if there is a concern with the issue

of individualizing instruction it should begin in in-service education.

RESOUFiCE.S. AND IN-SERVICE EDUCATION

The resources available to those engaged in in-service education

present both a limiting factor and a challenge to creative design Of such

progm. There are four types of resources to consider in planning in-

service experiences. TheparA time, place, people, and materials. These

resources determine the success or failure of the activities in achievii45

Objectives and goals of in- service programs.

'Time
.

The adequacy of the time depends upon two factors. The first

concern is the length of time available. The determined objectives and

activities will require a certain minimum amount of time,.some demanding

a relatively short involvement while others call for amore effort over a

longer period. It often is better in terms of the expectations of the

participants and the integrity of the program to-decrease the scope of

an undertaking if the time if not available for the larger task. The

second concern is the specific time when an in-service activity occurs

In planning a program, one must decide when the participants are avail-

able and able to join in the activity. Of common concern is the after- -

school, meeting when those involved have already expended a great portion

of their energies. No one time for in-service is going to be right for

all participating.
,

Place

In discussing the place as a resource, more is meant than a

comfortable physical roan in a building. The spirit, climate, or

atmosphere is also of concern. The local school environment has an

unrealized potential as a facility for in-service education because of

the materials, staff, and possible interaction available at a place

where the problem of concern originated.

People
..

Bringing in an expert from outside the district is a common

approach to providing personnel resources for in-service programs. 'The

Use of consultants requires certain cautions, however. The purposes
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for the consultant must be clearly stated. Some suggested purposes are

to:

---inspire people

--model behavior (demonstration with kids)

- -model new materials

-7-introduce new skills and concepts, such as

--behavioral objectives

--predisiOn teaching

TO achieve the most benefits from such a consultant, time Should

be spent prior, to the presentation to discuss the needs of-participants,

program, and topic with the consultant. The consultant must act in a

responsible manner also by refusing an invitation when he feels he cannot

comply with the needs or when he feels that there is a lack of support

from those'responsiblejOr the in-service program.

`Another possible source to explore is the participants theMir

selves. An activity for in-service could be the assignment of research

or repotting. Members of the in-service group could.be asked to read,

summarize, and present information to the group. The skills and knowledge

of group members can be shared in various brainstorming sessions or buzz

groups.

Another resource that is not well used is the district's admin-

istrative staff. The superintendent and/or Director of Instruction of a

district can secure various necessary items and people for an in-service

program. The administrator can also serve directly as a resource in the

program by sharing his knowledge. The principal may be'considered a

resource person in much the same manner. The in-service experience

demands organization and coordination. These demands may be met by the

administrator. This resource is not often used because of the lack of

.domMunication between the administration and those running the in-service.

Materials

The materials are of two-fold concern. Not only must the

financial aspects of providing the necessary materials be observed, but

also, those responsible for in-service programs should insure the

appropriateness of materials. We must be willing to pay for what we

want. The cost of necessary materials and the question of who provides

the money need to be decided so that a burden is not placed on those who

participate.

CLIMATE AND IN-SERVI'CE EDUCATION

Since in-service programs do expect to achieve some change in

the individual, the climate of the program must be supportive of the

21
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individual and conducive to change. . 4 /

Most in-service education activities shol6.d be carried on within

a setting in which the people who work'together have an opportunity to

learn together. The concept of working together and learning together

would suggest that it may be wise to:consider total schoolor school
system involvement in in-service. One of the benefits'from such involve-

ment would be'a heightened' morale.

No matter how the participant group was selected, the balance
between group needs and individual'requirements must be maintained. The

two can support and assist each other. One educator indicated that group

feeling could be increased by giving the individual a sense of worth tlroue,;. .

recognition for contributions, responsibility for program, and a demo-

cratic shartng,of responsibility. For some individuals in the in- service

program it I. important that the expectations of the peer group be
perceived ap accepting change. Therefore, the group of participants can
assist in the development of the growth climate through an expressed

expectation of change. The gathering of participants can also support
each individual by helping to clarify his knowledge and making it more

usable. The, group can assist in correcting ideas and/or performance of

individUals. It is important to respect ttle'individual's worth within

the group while developing the group. A team spirit must be created and

maintained with each individual being treated equally.

Creating an atmosphere that is conducive to change and also non-
threatening is the responsibility of the administrator, too. Such

personnel must be aware of their role in the in-service group. The

traditional authoritative role of the administrator as the'person

responsible for teacher rating and personnel decisions can be threatening

to participants who wish to try new things when there is a possibility of

failing. The participants must perceive the confidentiality of anonymity

of their attempts to diagnose their problems and change their behaviors.

At the same time, however, the support the administrator gives can be a

key factor in enhancing the chances for change effectiveness. Therefore,

the administrator should seek participant involvement ana be willing to

allow leadership to develop within the group, releasing his authority

role and becoming an equal member of the group and also risk, and

possibly experience, lack of success.

IMPLETIINTATION OF IN-SERVICE COWENT

Learning does not take place during a discrete time span. An in-

service education program may appear to have time limits, but, if learning

does take plac.: in such a program, then that learning will continue after

the program is over. Therefore, in planning an in-service program, care
must be taken to provide for continuing support for participant learning

after the program is:over.

While planning a program, there should be provisions for

continuing support of the efforts of,those participant who hhve committed

themselves to change. If participants are expected to utilize the content

of in-service education, then they should be provided with support during
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those times when they are trying to integrate newly acquired knowledge

with their performance skills and application in the Job roles.

Availability of this support should be announced at the beginning of the

program so that participants can honestly agree to implementation.

When planning for implementation, it must be remembered that "...

if new ideas are to be tried, the teachers must be given practical help,

material to use, encouragement, and most important, security." It is a

risk to try something new. Failure is an ever-present threat. Partic-

ipants who feel committed to change and who don't follow through often

feel guilty for not tang their newly acquired talents. On the other

hand, frustration is Often felt by_those who invest their time and in-

service education and see no visible change being derived from this

investment. Therefore, participants who have experienced guilt or frustra-

tion because of in- service education may be unwilling to proceed with other

programs. Supervisory assistance in the form of "...interested and

sympathetic follow-up, suggestions for modification or adaptation of plans

that are, not working, and ideas regarding next steps" can alleviate the

frustration of in-service.

INTERRELATING GROUPS AND IN-SERVICE TION

Change can occur more readily when those in authority support

their results. Involving parents, students, school board members, adminis-100

trators, teachers, and others in the .discussion of the in-service can euhance

the probability of change.

Plans for involving such people should be made by those responsible

for the in- service program.. If the program does not provide for communica-

tion between the administrator And the participants, then the position

and influence of the administrator for the benefit of the in-service is

lost. The requirements and expected outcomes of an in-service program

should be communicated to the superintendent, also. The-superintendent

is in a position to offer support to the program and to inform the board

of education about this iterh and to gain their support.

EVALUATION AND IN-SERVICE EDUCATION

The evaluation process in the design of in-service education

serves three main functions. EValuation provides information on outcomes

to the administration of a school system and to the planners of the in-

service experience. Evaluation informs the participants of their

progress and achievement, of the changes in professional behavior they

have made and the resultant change in the learning of their students.

Evaluation also can serve as a guide for modifyingand changing the

in-service program itself, producing a flexible, responsible experience

for the participants.

Evaluation should not be saved forthe'final meeting of the

in-service. Feedback sessions or other methods of reporting during the

experience should be provided. They can serve two purposes. The data

introduced can suggest ways of providing for individual needs. Also,

the information can be discussed by the group, with common problems

being shared and mutual support possible.

).s
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The goal and objectives arril at by those involved in the
program can structure the evaluation f the experience and its outcomes.

The involvement of participants in the design and operation of the
evaluation can possibly overcome some commonly present resistance to

evaluation. The appraisal that takes place at the termination of the
program nay be a comparison of the stated objectives and the observable

behavior of the participants4, The checking of participant behavior
must occur before any evaluation of student change is initiated. It

should'be remecibered that a better education for students is the final

criterion for in-service education, but, if evaluation overlooks the

intermediate stage of participant's achievement, there is a possibility
of misjudging final efforts.

SUMMARY OF GUIDELINES

The major guidelines for successful in-service can be summarized

in ten statements. The guidelines are not exclusive and must be applied

in respect to each in-service situation.

1. Involve the participants in defining the problem area that
is to be dealt with in the in-service program.

2. Actively involve the participants in setting the goals

and ObjectiV4a of the in- service program.

3. Use a variety of activities to achieve the goals and

objectives. These activities should be dependent on

the objectives, the participants' needs and skills, and

the resources available.

4. Provide activities for individual needs and skill levels.

5. Provide adequate and appropriate resources in terms of

time, place, people, and materials and the needs and

expectations of the program.

6. Establish and maintain a non - threatening and supportive

atmosphere for all participants.

7. Evaluate the progress of the in-service both during; and

after the program, based on the goals and objectives.

8. Provide resources for implementing the program after

the in- service program is terminated.

9. Communicate with interested groups to gain understanding
and support for the program.

10. Provide benefits to the participants in terms of both
professional achievement and personal satisfaction.
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Appendix A

Bc27,'S TREASURE CHEST

-1,,d/

A first grade teacherkdeveloped the Bonus Treasure Chest sheet
on the next page to enable hel4 students to c'necir their points as they
earned them. Their 111* the bonuses they go ong the way. In

apition to the bonuses, the students earned other reinforcements for
Xccurallated points. Other teachers borrowed this idea and changed

the bonus signs to suit their group's needs or desires.
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Appendix B

IN.-SERVICE PRCGRAM

One of the project components is to give training and support

to those who work with children through regularly scheduled in- service

meetinio. The meetings have been integrated with regular teachers,

special education teachers, principals, psychologists, aides, speech

therapists and parents.

We have used a structure of thirty nours for three units college

credit. The TIC staff has organized and conducted the meetings using.

team college .staff and other appropriate speakers.

Goal for the course: To provide cognitive and affective learning that

would be useful to the Participants in both personal and professional

growth.

We want the participants to increase their skills in the

consultant role, so that they would be able to convey their recent

knowledge about learning disabilities and remediation to cttner teachers.

We also want the participants to experience more success in their work

with children.

Ccurse content: The course content covers the procedures and techniques

of:

Precision Teaching which is a system of charting student

progress in his learning. It is an excellent epol for

individualizing instruction in skill development areas of

reading and math.

Contingency Management which is a positive reward system for

making school and learning tasks more fun for kids and

teachers.

Activity Centers: This will involve materials, ideas, games

and techniques for adapting your room or school environment

so children have some choice in their free time. It can

also be used as a contingency for completing assignments.

Affective Education which covers techniques of reflective

listening and bettering communication.

Learning Disabilities: Much of the course is aimed at

helping students in the classroom who have some learning

problem.

Tutor Management: The effective use of cross-age tutors and

other extra help such as aides and volunteers.
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The participant's commitment is:

Attendance at all of the thirty hou'A of class meetings is

- required. This course is organized with practical presenta-

tions and ideas each week with assignments to be carried out

in your school assignment.

Organizing and maintaining a precidion teaching project of

at least ten week's duration. Interpret!ng and analyzing

that data.

Setting up activity centers and scheduling their use by

students.

Trying some of the Contingency Management systems with

students who have problems with learning or attending to

tasks.

Assigned readings are given in Kunzeimann's book about

Precision Teaching, plus other articles and selections

regarding Contingency management, affective education,

and. Precision Teaching.

The reinforcements for the participants are:

1. The opportunity to partic!pate in the diagnosis and

prescription for a student of their choosing in the Team

Learning Center. (We supplied substitutes for five

mornings so that teachers could be released from their

classrooms.)

2. An exposure to many new ideas for Activity Centers and

Reinforcement Venus and the management ideas to make

them work.

3. A chance to be listened to in small groups each week.

4. 1.61ree units of graduate credit for very little travel

time or expense.
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Appendix c

TITLE VI IN-SERVICE

Innovations for Mainstreaming
Mbnday, February 5, 1973

AGENDA

3:30 - 4:00 Small Groups) Feedback card:

1. How did your timings go this week?

2. How many children learned to chart?
- or -

How many lessons from "Teaching Kids
to Chart" were applicable to your class?

3. Did you get any helpers into your room?

_ 4. What do you think still needs to be
done to teach kids to chart or to get

your routine smoothed out?

5. Would you like someone to come by and
help you out during a timing this

week? If so, what time?

Discussion:

How is it going?

4:00 - 4:30 Large Group- Speaker - Dr. Ted Alper
Professor Ed. Psych.
Cal-State 'Jniversity - Hayward

Dr. Alper will talk about best
fit lines, slope, times change,
entry, mastery and goals.

4:30 - 4:45 Small Groups Discuss Homework:

1. Look at 5 sazple charts brought in and

see if child's slope will predict

reaching his goal by Friday.

2. Try to get each child off phase #1 by

the end of this week. Nat week, bring
in any charts of children not off the

first phase, and/or an example of a
chart where you made an intervention to
help a child meet his goal.

Don't forget phase lines for inter-

ventions as well as curricular changes.

4:45 - 5:30 More time for questions and talking with Ted.

NOTE: Participants arrive'on time because they knig their small

group leader is expecting them.

They will receive an agenda each time, outlining the

tasks, activities and homework.
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Appendix D

EVALUATION OF COURSE

1. Presentation of techniques and procedures of ?recision Teaching

5 3 2 1

Interesting, Average Not interesting,

useful, and interest and informative,

informative usefulness or useful

2. Presentation of techniques and procedures of Contingency Management

5 3 2 1

Interesting Average Not interesting,

useful, and interest and informative,

informative usefulness or useful

3. Presentation of communication techniques (reflective listening,

tangelos, and pictures)

5

Interesting
useful, and
informative

General estimate of class

3
Average

interest and
usefulness

5 4 3

1

Not interesting,
infpnrative,
or useful

Interesting Average Not interesting,

useful, and interest and informative,

informative usefulness or useful .

What I liked about thclass:

What I didn't like about the Mass:

What, that you've learned, do you intend to continue?

(NOTE: This evaluation form was used in the sorInr, 1973 course,

"Innovations for Mainstreaming," ithich was orrerPo throurh r:11-tate

University as dEPSY 7348.)
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Appel-1,11x E

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE DURING IN-SERVICE - SPRING 1973

5

Interesting,
useful, and
informative

14

I

3

Average
interest and
usefulness

2 1

Not interesting,
informative,
or useful.

1. Presentation of techniques and procedures of Precision Teaching

71% 26% 3% I.

2. Presentation of techniques and procedures of Contingency Vlanagement

'65% 29% 6%

3. Presentation of communication techniques (reflective listening,

tangelos, and pictures) '

38% 31% 1 28%

4. General estimate of class,

75% 22% . 3%

TEACHER CONTENTS: (Each statement is preceded by the number of people

who responded:in this manner.)

What I liked about the class:

14 - small and large group format

9 -iguest speakers
3 - variety of speakers
5 - presentation of new material
4 - new ideas

5 - imrediate classroom application

positive attitupe, work at Vannoy, classroom management

variety, commurilcations, slides

What I didn't like about the class:

6 - pace too fast
4 - amount of time required
3 - reflective listening
2 - too many- slides showr, meeting on Monday, discussion on

statistics was confusing

I - we need more help in reflective listening;, more on values

clarification, more on camnunication

What I've learned that I entend to continue:

23 - charting 2 - reflecgve listening

12 - activity center 2 - games

7 - contingency management 1 - curriculum slicing

5 - rewards 1 - communication

.3 - countoons
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